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Appendix A
Transliteration

Al-Baqarah verse 31
Transliteration

English translation by
Amatul Rahman Omar

Indonesian translation

Wa ‘allama aadamal

And He taught Adam the Dia mengajarkan Adam

asmaa kullahaa

names, all of them, then semua nama-nama (benda),

summa ‘aradahum

He presented (the objects kemudian

menampilkan

‘alal malaaikati fa

of) these names to the semuanya

di

kaala anbioonee bi

angels and said, “Tell Me malaikat, lalu mengatakan,

asmaai haaulaai in

the

kuntum saadikeen

(things) if what you say nama-nama semua benda

(saadikeena)

is right.”

names

of

these “Sebutkanlah

hadapan

kepada-Ku

itu jika kamu memang
benar orang-orang yang
benar.”

Al-Ahzab verse 21
Transliteration

English translation by
Ahmed Raza Khan

Indonesian translation

Lakaad kaana lakum Indeed

following

the Sesungguhnya telah ada

fee

Messenger

of pada (diri) Rasulullah itu

uswatun

rasoolillaahi Noble

haasanatun Allah is better for you – suri

teladan

yang

baik

liman kaana yarjullaha for one who is confident bagimu (yaitu) bagi orang
wal yawmal aakhıra of Allah and the Last yang mengharap (rahmat)

wa

zakaraallaha Day,

kaseeraa (kaseeran).

and

Allah much.

remembers Allah dan (kedatangan) hari
kiamat dan dia banyak
menyebut Allah.
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Subject’s Data

NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

NAME
Jabal Jamalullail
Ahmad Junaidi
Nikmatul Lailah
Della Novitasari
Russilawati
Nur Rabi'ah Oktaviani
Rabila Asmi
Hafizah Ulfah
Andi Saepul Rifli
Hafiza Nurlatifa
Insan Aulia
Nida Hasanah Putri
Radiathul Amelia Silviana
Aurannisa
Syifa Mardatillah
Monesa Amalia
Merryani
Melinia suryo Kusumowat
Ira Iasha
Primus Sari Javana
Ajri Khairani
Muhammad Zainal Abidin
Tommy Prabowo
Amalia Nur Aqila
M. Hasballah A Rahman
Avioleta Qory Chandra
Yasmina Syifa Aminy Saif
Muhammad Sam Bahri
Nor Azizah
Nadia Amelia

NIM
180101030762
180101030731
180101030486
180101030465
180101030228
180101030079
180101030467
180101030239
180101030085
180101030077
180101030015
180101030037
180101030443
170102030925
180101030463
180101030715
180101030018
180101030484
180101030479
180101030483
180101030785
180101030090
180101030744
180101030028
180101030023
180101031168
180101031138
180101030081
180101030218
180101030740

Appendix C
The Pronunciation Test

• Read the following words be sure that your pronunciation is correct!
1. Accept
2. Aimed
3. Amazed
4. Arrived
5. Ask
6. Assumed
7. Bagged
8. Bulb
9. Camp
10. Camped
11. Change
12. Changed
13. Cloths
14. Crafts
15. Cold
16. Diamond
17. Dreamt
18. Egypt
19. Ends
20. Fact
21. Filmed
22. Films
23. First
24. Find
25. Friends

26. Gift
27. Hand
28. Held
29. Help
30. Helped
31. Hence
32. Jump
33. Lunch
34. Milk
35. Month
36. Next
37. Paint
38. Paths
39. Pinch
40. Risk
41. Stabbed
42. Tempt
43. Tenth
44. Terms
45. Text
46. Think
47. Thirst
48. Twelfth
49. Want
50. Washed

Appendix D
The Answer Key of Pronunciation Test

1. Accept
2. Aimed
3. Amazed
4. Arrived
5. Ask
6. Assumed
7. Bagged
8. Bulb
9. Camp
10. Camped
11. Change
12. Changed
13. Cloths
14. Crafts
15. Cold
16. Diamond
17. Dreamt
18. Egypt
19. Ends
20. Fact
21. Filmed
22. Films
23. First
24. Find
25. Friends

/əkˈsept/
/eɪmd/
/əˈmeɪzd/
/əˈraɪvd/
/æsk/
/əˈsjuːmd/
/bægd/
/bʌlb/
/kæmp/
/kæmpt/
/tʃeɪndʒ/
/tʃeɪndʒd/
/klɒθs/
/kræfts/
/koʊld/
/ˈdaɪəmənds/
/dremt/
/ˈiːdʒɪpt/
/endz/
/fækt/
/fɪlmd/
/fɪlmz/
/fɜːrst/
/faɪnd/
/frendz/

26. Gift
27. Hand
28. Held
29. Help
30. Helped
31. Hence
32. Jump
33. Lunch
34. Milk
35. Month
36. Next
37. Paint
38. Paths
39. Pinch
40. Risk
41. Stabbed
42. Tempt
43. Tenth
44. Terms
45. Text
46. Think
47. Thirst
48. Twelfth
49. Want
50. Washed

/ɡɪft/
/hænd/
/held/
/help/
/helpt/
/hens/
/dʒʌmp/
/lʌntʃ/
/mɪlk/
/mʌnθ/
/nekst/
/peɪnt/
/pæθz/
/pɪntʃ/
/rɪsk/
/stæbd/
/tempt/
/tenθ/
/tɜːrmz/
/tekst/
/θɪŋk/
/θɜːrsts/
/twelfθ/
/twelfθ/
/wɒʃt/

Appendix E
Interview Guideline

1. Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
2. Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
3. What is your goals for studying in English education?
4. When did you find yourself interested in English?
5. How important is English based on your opinion?
6. How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
7. Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
8. How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
9. How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
10. What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
11. What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
12. When do you usually use English?
13. What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
14. How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
15. How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
16. What is your first language?

17. Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
18. What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
19. Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
20. How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?

Appendix F
Interview Transcript
Interview 1
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
AJ: yes, I did
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
Aj: exactly
Q: So, it’s not because of your parents or your friend right?
Aj: yes, it’s because myself
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
Aj: I just want to better for the future
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
Aj: I think I’m interested in English maybe around 7 or 8 years old because I
like watching smackdown
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
Aj: I think Englih is very important because as we know English is
international language so I think English is very important for now
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Aj: I think pronunciation is very very important because if the pronunciation is
wrong it will be different mean
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!

Aj: Reading, writing, speaking and listening.
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in class?
Aj:I fell I In the right environment
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
Aj: Sometimes I feel nervous but I don’t care about it and I just wanna try and
I will learn more
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
Aj: Maybe six or seven
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Aj: Sometimes I listen to music or watching smackdown movies something
like that
Q: did you use subtitles?
A; Yes, I use English subtitle
Q: When do you usually use English?
Aj: When I am in the right environment like when in class and with my best
friend
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
Aj: What influence my English is my mother tongue and what I learn as such
accent in the movie or when I listen to the music
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?

Aj: I think it's good when I’m with my friend and not good when I'm back in
my hometown
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Aj: Very often
Q: What is your first language?
Aj: Banjarese
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
Aj: Yes
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
Aj: I think I can’t change my accent
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
Aj: yes
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
Aj: I will listen to the native speaker try to imitate them

Interview 2
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
Ak: yes, it's my own choice
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
Ak: yes, it’s my first choice
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
Ak: my motivation is because in high school my teacher teaches English in a
fun way that make me interested in English. And I want to be a lectures
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
Ak: I am interested in English since I watched many movies around junior
high school
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
Ak: it’s very important because mostly nowadays on the internet is in English
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: it’s very important if you are in the formal event but if it is just casual I
think it is not really important
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
Ak: listening, reading, speaking, and writing.
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in class?
Ak: when I speak English I feel shy
Q: How do you feel when having a mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?

Ak: I felt shy when I make mistake I will try to repeat the word
Q: What is your level of confidence in speaking in 1-10?
Ak: I think my confidence level is 6
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: I usualy do it by singing
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
Ak: from the songs
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
Ak: not very good
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: not really often
Q: What is your first language?
Ak: Indonesia
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
Ak: sometimes it influenced my English
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
Ak: the difficulty for me is a tongue twister
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
Ak: I warming up before say the word

Interview 3
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
Ana: yes, it’s my own choice
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
Ana: ye, it's my first choice
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
Ana: my motivation is because I like English since junior high school and
want to improve my English and my goal to maybe I want to learn English to
share my knowledge
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
Ana: in elementary school since I took private classes in elementary school
until junior high school
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
Ana: in my opinion, English is one of the basic languages in the world
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ana: it’s important because if you say the word clearly the people who hear
you will understand what you say and can make differences between the
words
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
Ana: speaking, listening, reading, and writing
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in class?
Ana: I feel nervous

Q: How do you feel when having mistakes or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
Ana: I feel nervous but I think it's okay
Q: What is your level of confidence of spending in 1-10?
Ana: 6
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ana: I listen music, watching films with subtitle and reading a lot
Q: When do you usually use English?
Ana: I rarely use English in daily life but I usually use English to write on
Twitter
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
Ana: listening to the music
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
Ana: my environment around me is not really good because mostly they are
not speaking English
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ana: rarely
Q: What is your first language?
Ana: Indonesia
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
Ana: yes, I think

Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
Ana: I don’t know
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
Ana: yes sometimes
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
Ana: practice more speaking English

Interview 3
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
ASR: yes, it is
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
ASR: yes
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
ASR: my goal is can speak English fluently
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
ASR: in elementary school
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
ASR: I think it’s very important to improve my public speaking
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: it is important but in Indonesia, it’s random using pronunciation and not
important
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
ASR: reading, writing, listening, and speaking
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
ASR: I feel nervous
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
ASR: “merasa malu”
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?

ASR: I think 6
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
ASR: membaca kamus dan membaca buku kuliah and listening to music
Q: When do you usually use English?
ASR: hanya di kelas
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
ASR: karna mendengarkan orang berbicara bahas inggirs lewat video
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
ASR: tidak terlalu membantu tapi sast di kelas lingkungannya lumayan
membantu
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: jarang
Q: What is your first language?
ASR: bahasa Indonesia dan Bahasa kedua bahsa sunda
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
ASR: tidak juga
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
ASR: tidak ada
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
ASR: tidak ada

Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
ASR: lebi banyak berlatih

Interview 4
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
ARN: yes, it is
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
ARN: yes, English education is my first choice
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
ARN: I want to improve my English and I want o to become a lecturer
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
ARN: in high school
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
ARN: it’s very important
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: ye it is we have the wrong pronunciation other people will not understand
what we mean
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
ARN: speaking, writing, reading, and listening
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
ARN: I feel confident but sometimes nervous
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
ARN: I feel worry and anxious. I will try to correct it

Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
ARN: 7.5
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: I usually make captions reading lyrics and listening to music and tutoring
Q: When do you usually use English?
ARN: I rarely use English but sometimes I talk to myself in English
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
ARN: I used to sing English music
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
ARN: there is none it will be rare to speak English outside the class
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: I think just several times
Q: What is your first language?
ARN: Banjarese
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
ARN: I’m not sure but I think no
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
ARN: yes, probably no
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
ARN: yes, when I speak with my friend

Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
ARN: I’m not sure perhaps membuat lebih terbiasa

Interview 5
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
AQC: actually not, it was after discussing with my father and mother I choose
English
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
AQC: no
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
AQC: first I want to be mastered in English and second I want to improve
English education
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
AQC: when I was in the first semester
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
AQC: I think it really important
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: pronunciation is very important because it can cause a misunderstanding
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
AQC: listening, reading, speaking, and writing
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
AQC: it depends on the condition of my friend have higher level I’m not
confident
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?

AQC: I will be very shy
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
AQC: 5
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: I sometimes talk to myself and sometimes I chat with my friend in
English. And I also watch videos
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
AQC: my environment, my circle
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
AQC: my circle has a good English
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: it’s a rare moment
Q: What is your first language?
AQC: in my house I learn Indonesian, Banjarese, Javanese, and Malay
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
AQC: no
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
AQC: I think no
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
AQC: no

Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
AQC: I think for now is nothing

Interview 6
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
Dell: yes, it is based on my own choice
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
Dell: yes
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
Dell: it's because my hobby and because I like to listen to music and watch a
movie without the subtitle
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
Dell: it since junior high school
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
Dell: it is important
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: very important when we want to deliver our meaning
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
Dell: speaking, writing, reading, and listening
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
Dell: I like it when I’m prepared but then I feel uncomfortable when I have to
deliver what I want to say
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?

Dell: that mistake will make me more motivated
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
Dell: maybe 9
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: I usually learning English from the internet and social media
Q: When do you usually use English?
Dell: I usually use English in the classroom and when I learn a song and when
I watched movie
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
Dell: I want to be like a native speaker
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
Dell: I cannot say that it is supporting or not
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: almost never
Q: What is your first language?
Dell: Banjarese
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
Dell: I think yes
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
Dell: maybe when I’m speaking there will be words that I pronounce
unconsciously

Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
Dell: maybe like I said before the phoneme
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
Dell: do a lot of practice and imitating a native speaker

Interview 7
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
HN: no
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
HN: yes
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
HN: because I like to watch movies and I’m fan of Emma Watson the way she
speaks I like it also I want to travel
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
HN: In the third semester
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
HN: I think English is very important
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: I think it is very important because sometimes some words sound the
same
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
HN: reading, writing, listening, and speaking
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
HN: I very nervous when I speak English
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?

HN:
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
HN:
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: reading a lot of articles
Q: When do you usually use English?
HN:
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
HN:
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
HN:
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak:
Q: What is your first language?
HN:
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
HN:
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
HN:
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
HN:

Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
HN:

Interview 8

Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
Hu: yes, it's my own choice
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
Hu: yes, English education is my first choice
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
Hu:
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
Hu:
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
Hu:
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak:
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
Hu:
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
Hu: I feel nervous
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
Hu:
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
Hu: 78

Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak:
Q: When do you usually use English?
Hu:
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
Hu:
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
Hu:
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak:
Q: What is your first language?
Hu:
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
Hu:
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
Hu:
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
Hu:
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
Hu:

Interview 9
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
IA: no, it’s not my first choice
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
IA: yes
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
IA: because I love language
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
IA: senior high school
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
IA: it is important
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: yes, I think it’s very important
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
IA: speaking
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
IA: confidence
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
IA: it motivated me to be better
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?

IA: 9
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: I practice in front of the mirror and after I watching movie I repat that
Q: When do you usually use English?
IA: with my friend and when chatting online
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
IA: maybe I still can’t see the difference how to pronounce the word
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
IA: it is quite good
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: not really
Q: What is your first language?
IA: Banjarese
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
IA: for me it’s not
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
IA:
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
IA: I will tell them the right way how to pronounce it

Interview 10
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
II: yes, I do
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
II: Yes, English education is my first choice
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
II: I think when we try to spread goodness like dakwah to the people around
the world it’s important to learn English
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
II: since 9th grade
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
II: it is very important since this is the modern era where people depend on
technology and mostly information written in English
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: I think it’s not really important as long it’s still can be understood
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
II: listening, writing, speaking, and reading
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
II: I feel happy because people don’t judge me in the class and enjoyed it
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
II: I don’t really feel so bad

Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
II: 7 because we haven’t practice yet since pandemic
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: I usually watching film and the YouTube and it’s really beneficial for me
to improve my English
Q: When do you usually use English?
II: in the class but not in the daily activities
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
II: foreign people and the YouTube
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
II: I don’t really have the good environment
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: I think they never correct my English and one or two times from the
lecturer
Q: What is your first language?
II: BanjArese
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
II: not really
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
II: I think it’s the vocabulary
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?

II: not really
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
II: I try to memorize the word

Interview 11
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
JJ: yes, it is
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
JJ: yes
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
JJ:
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
JJ:
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
JJ:
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak:
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
JJ:
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
JJ:
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
JJ:
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
JJ:

Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak:
Q: When do you usually use English?
JJ:
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
JJ:
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
JJ:
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak:
Q: What is your first language?
JJ:
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
JJ:
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
JJ:
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
JJ:
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
JJ:

Interview 12

Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
MAH: yes It’s my first choice
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
MAH: yes
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
MAH:
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
MAH:
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
MAH: it is important
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: very important
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
MAH:
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
MAH:
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
MAH:
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
MAH:

Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak:
Q: When do you usually use English?
MAH:
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
MAH:
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
MAH:
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak:
Q: What is your first language?
MAH:
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
MAH:
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
MAH:
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
MAH:
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
MAH:

Interview 13
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
MZA: yes, it is
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
MZA: yes, it is
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
MZA:
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
MZA:
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
MZA:
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak:
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
MZA:
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
MZA:
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
MZA:
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
MZA:

Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak:
Q: When do you usually use English?
MZA:
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
MZA:
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
NL: yes I was
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
NL: I have a dream to be an English teacher or lecturer and also I want to
study abroad
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
NL: When I was in elementary school about 4th class
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
NL: very important
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: it is very important
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
NL: writing, reading, speaking, and listening
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?

NL: if the people more than 3 people it makes me nervous and forget what I
want to say
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
NL: of course ashamed and try to fix it
Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
NL: 8
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: maybe watching YouTube
Q: When do you usually use English?
NL: in the classroom and sometimes when talking to my friend
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
NL: the mentality because I need confidence
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
NL: it is not supportive because people not really using English
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: rarely
Q: What is your first language?
NL: Javanese
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
NL: yes, because the accent

Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
NL: because of ‘medok’
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?
NL: yes
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
NL: try to pronounce it

Interview 20
Q: Did study in majoring English education is your own choice?
NA: yes
Q: Was English education your first choice when you initially enrolled in
college?
NA: yes
Q: What is your motivation or goals for studying in English education?
NA: my goals is lecturer
Q: When did you find yourself interested in English?
NA: I was first interested in English when I was in third grade in high school
because of the teacher
Q: How important is English based on your opinion?
NA: I think English is very important especially in this modern era and it is
easy to communicate with everyone
Q: How important is pronunciation when speaking English for you?
Ak: I think it’s important too
Q: Please rank your highest ability out of your four English skills in reading,
listening, speaking, and writing!
NA: reading, speaking, writing, and listening
Q: How do you feel when speaking English in the class?
NA: I always feel nervous
Q: How do you feel when having mistake or mispronounce something in
speaking English?
NA: I feel a little embarrassed but I always try to fix that

Q: What is your level of confidence of speaking in 1-10?
NA: 7 to 8
Q: What ways do you usually improve your English skills besides learning
English in the class?
Ak: usually to improve the English skill I listen to English songs and movies
and speaking English with my friend
Q: When do you usually use English?
NA: when in public with my friend and I use English when I’m studying also
when I teach my student
Q: What factors influence your English pronunciation most?
NA: mostly from my friend
Q: How is the environment around you in improving your English skills?
NA: the environment around is not very supportive
Q: How often other people correct your English mispronunciation?
Ak: rarely
Q: What is your first language?
NA: Banjarese
Q: Do you think your first language influences your English pronunciation?
NA: I think yes
Q: What is your difficulty in pronouncing English that influence by your first
language?
NA: the most difficult thing when pronouncing the word
Q: Does your first language accent involved when you speak English?

NA: yes, it is
Q: How do you strive so that when you speak English it is not affected by the
accent of your first language?
NA: lebih banyak membaca, mendengar orang berbahasa inggris dan
menonton film berbahsa inggris dan berlatih aksennya
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